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However distant the Lake Superior district may seem to us, it is 
eminently fit that its geological probbns shoul<l be diseussed bcfore 
this Society. The earlier explorers were !nrgcly members of this 
body, and questions relating to the geology, mineralogy, an<l physical 
geography of that most interesting region have bee11 · dcbated from 
time to time herc. Of the members of this Society who have bcen 
more or less actively engaged in the exploration of the Lake Superior 
district, we may mention both Agassizs, Desor, Foster, Jackson, 
.M:arl)ou, .M:arvine, Pumpelly, th') brothers Rogers, anil 'Vhit11ey; 
while on the pages of the Society's publications over forty papers 
relating to the <listrict can be found. 

One of the most, important and interesting questions relatinµ; to 
Lake Superior geology is the question of the origin of the iron ores. 
lt is important and interesting not only from a scientific poi11t of 
view, but also from an economic standpoint. If it be askecl how its 
origin can be <leterruined, we reply that we believe tlrnt every gwlog
ical formation, whether chemical, mechanical or el'Uptive, cont>tins 
within itself and in its relations to other i'oeks, the story of its origin 
and subsequent history. This story is to be read with greater or less 

facility, according to the amount of obliteration subsequent changes 
have produced upon the marks left by the preceding events; also 
according to our knowledge of, and skill in reading, these cl.rnrac
ters. lt is necessary in such cases to proceetl from the known to 
the unknown. W e are to study the structure and relations of rocks, 
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whose origin is known; ancl when we find the same characters in 
other rocks of unknown 01·igin, Wll are en<tbllld lrom thesu nurks to 
dlltermiue the origin of the rock of unknown history. Eruptirn, 
chemical, and meclianical dcposits are being formed to·•lay on thc 
earth's surface. Their origin is known so far as it relates to their 
present position. Other formations have theit· origin known from 
historical record. The varions known cases give the data for work
ing back into the past history of the rocky crust of the globe. In 
this stucly it 'voultl semn tlrnt the characters and relations of a form
ation must prove its origin; and it is not allowable to assmne beeause 
some material of a eertain kincl is being tlepositecl in one way at the 
present clay that all material of that kincl must have becn laid down 
in like manner, unless its ·characters and rehttions are the same. lt is 
not proper for us to deeide a priori thc origin of any formation, until 
its conditions have been studiecl. Fm thcrmore it is not allow;ible to 
take characters common to formations of unlike origin as proving the 
rock in question to belong to one instead of the other. W c raust 
choose as decicling points those fLOaturlJs that are exclusively, so far as 

known, confined to rocks of one origin. If the diagnostic foatures 
are common to rocks originating in two or thrce dissimilar ways, their 
discovery in the rock in question only shows that it may havc been 
formecl in any of the two or three ways, but does not show which 
one. 

Doubtless some one at. this point, if not before, exclaims : "\Vhat 
nonsense 1 does not every geologist and petrographer know these 
things? Why should a paper open with such trite and commonplace 
remarks?" We beg the pardon of our eritic, and urge in excuse the 
fact that these simple and obvious rules have been repeateclly vio
latecl in the study of the questions before us. Furthermore the 
history of geology is fraught with illustrations of the neglect of these 
and other, perhaps simpler, rules; In applying the principles above 
given in studying the question before us, it is necessary to stucly 
the rocks in situ and accept the evidence they there present. 

Takiog up the problem of the origin of the iron ore and its associ
ated jaspilite it is proper to remark, in order to save time, that 
except in some few secondary and subordinate cases, they do not, so 
far as we have observed, present the characters of vein-stones. All 
writers, so far as we are aware, agree upon this point, and the evi
dence has been given in their writings; hence it is not necessary to 
discuss the question here. 
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lt remains for us to examine whether the ore and jaspilite were 
<leposite<l as sediments in situ or are of eruptive origin, since both 
views are held. Tliat the ore ancl jaspilite are of common origin an<l 
are inseparable parts of thc same formation is universally acknowl
edged. Their interdepcmdence is such that the rclations of one to 
the country rock give the relations of the other. 

The question now arises, what are the groumls upon which the 
sedimentary origin of the ore and jaspilite has been urged by differ
ent writers. 

The sedirnentary origin is advocated on the following grounds: 

(1) Bog iron ores are forming at the present clay. 

(2) On account of the banding or lamirrntion of the ore ancl jas-
pilite. 

(3) The bandings show foldings and contortions. 

( 4) The jaspilite and ore are jointed and show cleavage. 

(5) The associated rocks are sedirnentary and on account of the 
alternation with schists, the ore and jaspilite, as weil as the schists, 
must be metarnorphosed sedirnentary rocks. 

(6) The presence of phosphoric acid. 
1°. Taking up tbe evidence advanced in favor of the sediment

ary origin of the jaspilite and ore in order, we rneet first the form
ation of limonite in modern times. lt is urged, since limonite is 
now formed, that all workable iron ore must have been produced in 
the same way. lron ore is produced at the present day by volcanic 
eruption and by sublirnation. Would it then be proper for uH to 
claim that sinee iron is and has been placed on the earth's surface 
in modern times by eruption and sublirnation, that all workable iron ore 
in past tirnes was produced in one or both of these ways? Certainly, 
as fit and rigbt as it is for otbers to hold, that because bog iron is and 
has formed on the surface, that hence all past ores must have been 
forrned as bog ore. However, neither of these arguments appears 
to us to be sound, for the only correct method is to study the deposit 
in question and decide as to its origin from the fäcts it presents. lt 
is to be distinctly understood that we are talking· only about the de
posits in the Marquette district that we · have personally studied, and 
not about others there or those of other districts. 

lt seerns that those who hold to the sedimentary origin of iron ores 
draw a line between those deposits which can be worked with profit 
and th.ose that can not, in the present state of conunerce. Nature, 
according to them, evidently drew the line between eruptive and non-
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eruptive deposits of iron exactly at this point. lt is weil known, as 
remarked by Prof. J. D. Whitney, if iron ores were more valuable 
t.han they now are, numerous dikes of basaltic and other eruptive 
rocks exist that would be worked for the iron ore they contain. W e 
hold that as it is, such dikes have been and are now being worked, 
only their origin is denied. 

In the case of the eruptive rocks the iron is in the state of hema
tite and magnetite, while it is necessary, if we adopt the bog theory, 
that the limonite shou\J. be transfor,ned into hematite and magnetite 
in some unknown way. In the eruptive rocks the iron ore, except in 
places, is subonlinate to the remainder of the rock; anrl in the Mar
quette district the ore is likewise subor1linate to the jaspilite. 

Let us again enforce the principle : whether the Marquette ore 
and jaspilite were formed as eruptive or sedimentary masses can only 
be told by studying them and seeing .if they have thc characters of 
bog orc or of eruptive rock. In this way only are we able to counect 
their present state with their past. lt is not proper to begin with 
any of the modern formations of iron and theorize back until wc 
reach the older ones, claiming timt we have thus proved the way in 
which the older ones must have been formcd. If our logic antl sci
ence are correct in this a priori method, we simply show how the ore 
might, not must, have been procluced. The must comes only from the 
study of the state of the ore and its relations : facts to w hich all the 
theories must conform. Again, we remark, we are not to be taken as 
advocating the eruptive origin of all deposits of iron as others do the 
sedimentary origin of all, but merely of such as we think show evi
dence of the former origin. Such ores as show interna,l and external 
evidence of sedimentary deposition we accept as sedimentary. 

2°. The banding and lamination of the jaspilite and ore do not 
appear to us to be proof of sedimentary origin, since a similar band
ing is strongly marked in the rhyolites the modern Javas approaching 
nearest the jaspilite, in dikes of felsite, in furnace slags, etc. Allow
ance, too, has to be made for the alterations that have been produced 
in the rock since its consolidatiun. This structure is common to 
both sedimentary and eruptive rocks, hence per se is of no value 
either \vay. The structure of the banding does often show thc ori
gin of the rock when it has been studied with care. Those aclvo
cating the sedimentary origin of the above-mentioned ore have 
rested their elaim on the simple fact that the rock was " �triped," 
ancl not on the eharacter of the banding. We have studied the band-
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ing ancl can find nothing in it that proves sedimentation or is incon
sistent with that repeatedly seen by us in known eruptive rocks. 

3°. The folding and contortion of the banding would tak•� place 
in any rock whatever its origin, after it was in position, if subjected 
to proper conditions. A lava flow buried an<l subjected to the same 
compression and up-tilting, shows fol<lings and contortions as woul<l 
a sedimentary rock in like position and subject to the same agencies. 
This we find to be the case in the ohler lava flows. Hence fol11ing 
and contortion of banding in rocks, like the banding, is common to 
both sedimentary and eruptive rocks, and like the latter (ban<ling) 
is no proof of either origin. 

4 °. ,Joints and cleavage planes are weil known to be eommon to 
both sedimentary and eruptive rocks, hence their prescnce cannot be 
taken as proof of either origin. 

5°. Whoever advanced the view that since the associated rocks 
were sedimentary, therefore the jaspilite an<l ore must be, prob
ably intended it for a bit of facetiousness, since he must have been 
aware that this principle wonld prove the great majority of dikes and 
veins to be se1limentary. A dike passing through slate must- bc scdi
mentary because the slate is sedimentary 1 Do we not find roeks in
truded through sedimentary ones in every position, both parallel wit.h 
the stratification and oblique or perpendicular to it? Can any geolo
gist ever have been so ignorant of the mutual association of eruptive 
and sedimentary rocks as to have soberly a<lvance<l the ahovc i1lc11'/ 
Ilow then can the alternation of one rock with another be taken as 
proof that they both originated in the same manner? 

lt is generally aecepted that the old copper-bearing basalts of Ke
weenaw Point are Java flows. Now they are interlaminated with sand
stones and eonglomerates. Does this prove that the sandstones an<! 
eonglomerates are lava fiows, or again does it prove that the lava 
fiows are detrital just as the sandstones and eonglomerates are? 
However absurd this line of argument may seem now, it has been 
applied in the past to the above-mentioned be<ls on Keweenaw 
Point. How quickly would thc fallacy be seen, if we shoul<l claim 
that. the Calumet conglomerate waR a Java flow because it. waR inter
laminate<l hetween two Java flowR '( 'Voul<l such a suppoRition be any 
more erroneons than the onr advocate<l for the iron ore, whieh woul<' 
make a Ja,-a flow on a sea bea"11, aft.erwards burierl in <lctritn�, to be 
of the same origin as tbe <letritus al-iove am! below it r 
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lt seems that many geologists and most chemists usc this course of 
reasoning regarding all eruptive rocks, except those of recent forma
tion or tltose whose origin is immediately obvious. Why not study 
thoroughly in each case, the internal structure and the relations of a, 
rock to its adjacent rocks before deciding upon its origin '? 

6°. The presence of phosphoric acid coulcl only have been taken 
as proof of sedimentary origin by tbose who bad no knowledge of 
eruptive rocks, since it is well known to occur in many of the latter. 
This has been shown both by chemical and microscopic analysis. 
Even if this were not the case, the presence of' phosphoric acid could 
not be made proof of the organic origin of the orcs of the Marquette 
district, since they are exceptionally free from phosphoric acid. 

W e have now taken up all the evidence which we are aware has 
been usE!'d to prove the sedimentary origin of the jaspilite and ore. 
The characters used as proof seem to be such as are common to both 
seJimentary and eruptive rocks or are of no weight. 

lt does not appear that those who a<lvocate the sedimentary origin 
of the ore have ever made any careful stucly of its relations, but have 
rested their claim principally on the " striped" appearancc of the 
rock and the contortion of the stripcs. Of the more recen't authors 
who advocate the seclimentary origin, it does not appear that Dana, 
Hunt, Lesley, Newberry, and \Vinchell have ever stuclied the rocks 
in place, or, so far as their publications show, have ever been on thc 
grouncl. Of the others, Brooks, Creclner, Kimball, and Wright, �ill 
except Credner appear to be mining engineers, who at the tirnc of 
their examination of the region gave no cvidence that they hacl made 
a special study of the history and origin of rocks, or were even strati
graphical geologist�. "Ve claim that qucstions of the kind above dis
cussecl belong to the qomain of t.he petrographer, onc who is con
versant with both petrology an<l lithology, and are not in the prov
incc of the chemist, mincralogist, stratigmphieal geologist, palaeon
tologist, rnining enginecr, or lithologist as such. 

lt now remains to givc the evidenc� in behalf,of the eruptive ori
gin of thc jaspilite and ore. 

Thc prominent fact to lJe urgcrl on thi� side is that wherevcr the 
contact of thcse roch \vith the country rock could be stmliecl, tliat 
contact was always an crnptivc one. Tlw phenomena of t.he <•ont;tct. 
of eruptive rocks-with othei· prior existing rocks are weil known an<l 
not easily mistakcn by one familiar with their •study, however much 
they may trouble the chemist, mineralogist, stratigraphical geolo
gist, palacontologist, mining engineer or lithologist. 
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The jaspilite and ore are found to break in various directions 
across the lamination of the associated rocks, to indurate them at. thc 
line of junction, to send stringers and tongues into them„to eut the 
laminae in every direction; in short, to behave always like an eruptive 
rock and never like a se<limentary one. No theory of de.position in 
fissures and cavities will account for these relations, sinee the i nternal 
structure and contact relations are not such as occur in this case. 
Further, it would be necessary to invert the sLrat.a several times in 
order to fill the cavities that exist in the �ame pit, since they hold 
every relation to the horizon; and lastly it would require the schists 
to be a formation of prior age to the iron ores, one that ha<l been 
deeply buried, metamorphosed, and then elevated before thc dcposi
tion of the latter. 

lt seems that Mr. Brooks, a mining engineer, whose autl1.ority has 
bet-n generally followed upon the question of the sedimentary origin 
of the jaspilite and ore, found himself obliged to admit that in the 
Lake Superior mine there occurred masses which "appear like dykes 
of ore, squeezed out of the parent mass, which we may suppose to 
have been in a comparatively plastie state, when the folding took 
plaee; or they may have been small beds, contained originally in the 
chloritic schist, and brought to their present form and position by the 
same causes which produce the cleavage in the schist." (Geol. of 
Mich„ 1, 139, 140.) We thus sec that Mr. Brooks arrivcd at a point 
whcre he was compelled to admit that the ore was in <likes, or at 
least had been in a plastic state. He further acknowledges that he is 
" unable to give any intelligent hypothesis of its structure." lt sec ms 
that the Survey was abandoned at this point, the mines having been 
previously studied which offered the least obvious difliculties in the 
way of his theories. Had his work continued there is no knowing 
what views he might have held. 

The efforts to prove the jaspilite and ore to be sedimentary require<l 
;he assumption that they have, since deposition, been rendered plas
;ic, that is have be€111 protruded into other roeks as eruptive rocks are. 

This admission involves certain things that appear not to be weil 
istablished. 

1°. We are not aware that it has ever been proved by any aceu
·ate, thorough observations by properly trained observers, that a sed
mentary roek has ever been ma<le plastic by natuml eauses; in other 
vords, proof is wanting that a sedimentary rock has ever been found 
11ith the charaeters of an eruptive one. The burden of proof yet 
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rests on those who hold that a sedimentary rock assurnes thc charac
ters of an eruptive one. Hence we have here an unproved theory 
ewployed to prove another thcory. 

2°. lt requires that thc highly refractory magnetite, hematite, and 
silic�ous jaspilite, all Of which it is dcnied could have bcen fusetl as 
an eruptive product, should have been rendered plastic am! tluent, 
while the easily fusible argillites and chloritic schists as weil as tal
cose, sericite, and other schists, sandstone and quartzite, neither be
came plastic, nor showed any signs of it. While rocks of both basic 
and acidic character, some even of nearly pure silica, arc found in 
contact with ore and jaspilite which show eruptive relations, thc 
former exhihit nothing of the kind. • Surely selective mctamorphism 
can do no more than this 1 

So far as our microscopic examinations have gone the iron ore 
exists in octahedral crystals when crystallized, whatever may be its 
present state of oxidation. Also it is difficult to find in our collec
tion any specimens free from magnetic properties. lt is to be rcmcm
bered that Messrs. Brooks and Crcdner held that the ore was all 
originally magnetite, and that it in part bad been subsequently 
changed to hematite. The microscope would scem to sustain their 
conclusion. lt is to be remarked that the present magnetic. state 
of the ore appears, in some cases at least, to be diredly dependent on 
the presence of later eruptive rocks. We found that at or near the 
contact of the ore with such rocks, it (the ore) was strong!J mag
netie, but at a distance only slightly so. If the ore was originally 
all magnetite, it certainly was in the same condition in which it 
abundantly occurs in various eruptive rocks; if originally hematite, 
it was in the same state as it exists in less amount in some eruptive 
rocks, particularly acidic ones. So far as chemical objections exist to 
the presence of magnetite and hematite with siliceous minerals, we 
can simply say that no eruptive rocks exist but the same objections 
lie against them. Since all lithologists are aware that magnetite aml 
hematite occur in modern lavas, it seems probable that the difliculty 
rests with the present knowledge of the chemists and not with the 
l avas. 

. 

W e rest our conclusion that the jaspilite and iron ore in the Mar
quette district are eruptive upon the fact that they possess char
acters which eruptive rocks exhibit, especially in relation to other 
rocks, and which no sedimentary rock, proved to be such, has been 
known to have. They offer no chara.cters inconsistent with those 
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that known eruptive rocks have, but they do exhibit those, as said 
before, that no stratified rock has, so far as our preseut kuowl
edge, not theory, goes. 

lt is not to be overlo_okecl that the bog theory of their origin de
mands the following hypothesis, if we a<lopt the prevailing views. 
The rocks on which this material was deposited, must have bee"n at 
that time metamorphosed or induratecl to some extent. Hence they 
must have been originally clepressed un<ler the slowly accumulatiug 
weight of sediments down to the zone of aqueo-igneuus fusion or 
near it. They must then have been as slowly elevated, cleuuclation 
removing the superincumbent material. vVhen restored to thcir orig
inal level or near it, the limonite wM slowly <leposited on their up
turned and crumpled edges. Again the sediments aecumulated an<l 
graclually these rocks with the limonite sank down to thc zone of 
aqueo-igneous fusion or solution, the former passing through it. This 
selective zone picked out the limonite and siliceous mUll associate<l 
with it, producing upon them all the marks of plastic eruptive mate
rial, which was squeezcd in and through the overlying and underlying 
rocks, the latter rcmaining unaffocted. Denudation again resumc<l 
its sway, and slowly and silently these rocks, buried four, live, ten, 
twenty or thirty miles beneath the surface, again appeared. These like
wise are denuded and have deposited over them a conglomerate com
posed of their metamorphosed debris. Again down they went to or 
near the same zone when another elevation took place, and thc Pots
dam sanclstone was deposited. We should then have thrce distinct 
ages in the "Huronian," all separated by vast intervals of time, in
stead of one period. Let us then imagine what this seclimentary 
theory deman<ls in time and realize that this depression and eleva
tion takes place through the infiuence of slowly depositcd se<liment 
on an earth" more rigid than glass and only less rigid than steel." Im
agine the power required to elevate this vast area, the cu\Jic miles of 
sediment to be deposited, and rock to be removed three times over. 

On the other siele the eruptive origin requires simply that the 
schists and sandstones should bs deposited as usual, and the jas
pilite and ore erupted as overflows and intrusive masses. No 
metamorphism is required or distinct age demanded, for as �oon as 
cooled the rock would have nearly its present conclition, and if 
poured out upon a sea shore woulJ, as soon as solidified, be actcd 
upon by the waves, forming the observed conglomerates. 
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We are perfectly willing to leave it to geologists to decide which is 
the simpler hypothesis and which demands least expenditure of time 
and energy. lt is, however, not a question of sirnplicity, but a ques
tion of obser,·ed facts and evidence. W c are perfoctly willing to ac
cept any theory that will explain the facts observed, but in the pres
ent state of knowledge we know of no view except the eruptive one 
that will explain the things seen by us, and we believe that the 
eruptive origin will explain every fact pointed out by those holding 
the view that the ore is seclirnentary. W e believe that the fäcts ob
served in studying the region under discuskion, in a different manner 
from that employed by other observers there, sustain the views of 
Messrs. Foster and Whitney rather than those of rnore recent invcs
tigators. 

lt is not to be lost sight of, that as it was once fashionable to dc
cide that rocks were eruptive, without evidence; so now it is likcwise 
fashionable to decide that rocks are sedimcntary, with like want of 
proof. As once any stat.ernent regar<ling the eruptive origin of any 
rock passed unquestioned, so now the sirnilar wild statements about 
sedimentation pass unchallenged. The reasons for the position taken 
are rnrely asked so long as the popular belief runs in the same direc
tion. The day seerns not so fär distant as might be �upposed, when 
it will again be as necessary to challenge the statements of those hold
ing plutonic views as it is now those hol<ling neptunian ones. The 
popular belief in any subject continually oscillates between different 
opinions like a mighty pendulurn, passing and repassing the point of 
truth. But, strange fatalit.y, if it stops at this point, all is stoppe<l, the 
works are dead. When truth is reached or discussion ends, stagna
tion ensues. Again, when the pendulum vibratt>s, woe be to the man 
who swings not with it. In all candor we ask geologists to stop 
and think if the pendulum has not swung decidecUy out of the per
pendicular on the sedimentary side? Ease up a little, brethren, but 
do not swing back too far. 

Besides the eruptive bosses, sheets, dikes, and weclge-shaped 
masses occurring both as overflows and intrusions, in the Marquette 
district, sedimentary deposits exist, as weil as others formed from the 
decornposition of the ore and jaspilite in situ. For a description of 
these, figures of observed occurrences a fuller discussion of the 
subjects touched upon here, and many others, an historical account 
and,general bibliography of both this and the Keweenaw Point dis
trict and a microscopic study of the rocks, the reader is referred to the 
Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoölogy. 
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